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This old English print of the 1780's shows a portly English squire with his two dogs, which look like crosses
between pointers and BriHanies. Change the clothin g and the background a little and it could be a South
Carolina quail hunter and his dogs, although the bird is definitely not a Bobwhite quail.
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A perfect autumn scene as a covey Hushes, a pointer
holds staunch and the hunter brings up his gun to fire.
The only thing wrong with the picture is that the birds
are Hying straight away into the open and affording an
easy shot. If they were the kind of quail we have around
here they'd have cut back into the woods-but then the
artist couldn't have got them in the picture. (Painting by
W . D. Rodgers, Jr. )
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There are all kinds and conditions of lies from the
harmless, "Oh, what a lovely baby" to the sworn testimony of the deliberate perjurer. (The latter refers
to the person lying in order to beat someone out of
money or property rather than to the "1 swear 1 only
had one can of beer" fellow who can't afford to lose
his driver's license.)
And in no line of human endeavor are there as
many kinds and degrees of lying as in hunting and
fishing. (1 am naturaly leaving out politics, which involves a specific kind of lying, which no one believes
in the first place unless it backs up something he
wanted to believe anyway.)
Some examples of the hunting and fishing lies are:
''I've never seen him do that before," this coming
after your dog has pointed a meadow lark, chased
a rabbit, failed to back, or done any on the many
things a bird dog isn't supposed to do, but frequently
does.
''I've never seen as many doves in my life as were
up there the other day," this from the fellow wanting
someone to drive him home after the shoot.
"The bream average about a pound." He caught one
last year that might weigh almost a pound.
"1 had my eye in yesterday. Got eight straight."
He's not counting the time the sun got in his eye, or
the several occasions on which he had to shoot three
times to bring down the dove, or the couple of times
he shot at out-of-range doves, just to test his gun.
"1 didn't weigh him but 1 figure he would have
gone eight pounds." This is not bad for a beginning
liar, meaning a beginning fisherman, but the more
experienced liar would have said, "Probably an ounce
or so under eight pounds," giving the impression that
a man who wouldn't lie for an ounce or so must be a
most truthful individual. The real expert, however,
would have said deprecatingly," "He only weighed
seven pounds, 15 ounces an hour or so after I caught
him, but they were country store scales and might
have been an ounce or so off." (The only time the fish
came close to any scales besides its own was when the
fisherman stopped for a beer. It actually weighed almost five pounds.)
(Continued on page 7)
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Taste For Dog Flesh Spells Gator's End
This gator in the picture at right
might still be living in the lagoon at
Palmetto Bluff in Beaufort County
if it hadn't made the mistake of
catching, Lady Bird, the prize bird
dog of Phil Buckles, game manager
on the Union Bag-Camp property.
The gator had moved into the lagoon, just behind the club house, and
finding a plentiful supply of water
snakes, turtles, frogs. etc., had decided
to make it his home. Personnel of Palmetto Bluff, not wanting to kill the
gator but wishing him to move off,
had shot near him on several occasions to no avail.
Then one day Lady Bird climbed
out of her kennel and after a good
run jumped into the lagoon to cool
off.
The gator was waiting and the next
day Lady Bird's mangled body was
seen in the water. (Cators do not like
fresh meat and usually leave their
victims for several days before eating
them.)
That was enough for Buckles who
crept up to the bank of the lagoon
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Gators as big as this one whose head is being held by Phil Buckles, game manager of the Union Bag-Camp
property in Beaufort County, are becoming extremely rare and if they keep killing good bird dogs will become
even rarer.

with his double-barrel shotgun loaded
with Single 0 buckshot. He sent both
barrels at short range into the neck
of the gator. At the shot the gator
dove into the water but Buckles
jumped in after it, catching it by the
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"I think I winged one but he went in that honeysuckle and I don't reckon there's any use looking
for him." This is justified after you have missed
six or eight straight without cutting a feather.
In a slightly different category are what might
be called "situation lies", which are used only in
certain sets of circumstances. For instance a single
gets up and both you and your companion "blam
away" at it, the bird dropping. You turn to your
companion and ask, "Did you shoot?" The inference is that you know you killed the bird and are
merely being polite while the truth is that you
know you shot two feet behind it. This can be
overworked and after you've pulled it a few times
your companion may say with heat, "You're
damned right I did."
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tail and holding it until its thrashing
had ceased. He then got two workers
to help drag the gator from the water,
load him on a truck and carry him up
to the lodge. The gator was Ulh feet
long and weighed 350 pounds.

Another good system is to walk coolly out, pick
tip the bird and start to put it in your coat and
suddenly turn to give the old "Did you shoot?"
query. The only trouble with this is that your
companion may outsmart you and before you have
a chance to put your query may say, "Thanks for
picking up my bird," which naturally leaves you
stymied.
In a still different category are the lies the wardens hear such as "I must have left my license in
my other clothes", "I thought the woodcock season was still in", "I would have sworn I saw horns",
and "You mean it's after sundown. My watch must
be slow."
But come to think of it, why not do a little lying
as long as it doesn't hurt anyone. You have to listen
to so many lies yourself you should have the privilege of telling a few of your own. E. F.
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A marsh hawk stoops to catch a fleeting clapper rait or marsh hen as it's known locally. (From the Samworth
collection.)

